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RUBBERMAID Landmark Series Plastic
Stone Panel Receptacles with Dome Tops
Feature upscale contours and pebbled texture that
blend well with most environmental designs. Ideal
for outdoor applications. Includes rigid plastic liner
for easy emptying of refuse, river rock sides with
plastic sable trim, and hinged rain-hood dome with
stay-open support straps.

RUBBERMAID Ranger Receptacles
RUBBERMAID Ranger Receptacle features a structural
web material that includes a textured surface that
helps minimize the appearance of scratches. Includes
integrated hinged lid that stays attached to container
for easier liner removal. Metal bag retention straps
keep can liners in place. FM- and CSFM-approved.
45-gallon containers have a pedestal base ring.
Optional weighted base can be bolted down.
Shown with optional weighted base, sold separately.

RUBBERMAID Steel Stone Panel Receptacles
Feature a class A fire rating and comply with ADA standards.
Stone panel receptacles contain over 30% recycled steel.
Removable one-piece sand tops. 38-gallon models have a
hinged top. All models include Germ-Fighter antimicrobial,
rigid plastic liners. 15-year limited warranty. UV-stabilized
powder coated finish. Optional retrofit weather urn tops with
self-contained cigarette depository convert your existing sand
urn into an enclosed ash receptacle; available on some models.
All receptacles, except 38-gallon receptacles, ship via small
package carrier.
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RELIUS SOLUTIONS Expanded Metal Containers
Parks, bus stops, school yards are just a few of the places
you might see these durable RELIUS SOLUTIONS Expanded
Metal Containers. Super-strong units include expanded
metal sides that are welded to vertical support ribs for
increased rigidity. The metal basket is also welded to the
bottom outer edge for increased support. Base has drain
holes to prevent fluid buildup and the top edges are curled
for safe handling. Choose either colored containers with
powder-coat finish or hot-dipped galvanized units that resist
rust and corrosion. Shown with optional top, sold separately.

Thermoplastic Coated Outdoor Receptacles
Thermoplastic Coated Outdoor Receptacles look great
anywhere from parks to corporate grounds. Virtually
indestructible construction. Completely rust-resistant
unit includes a galvanized lip and plastic liner.
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